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AtonDVD is a free, easy-to-use software program for organizing and viewing movie DVDs. It offers the functionality of a
movie DVD database. With AtonDVD you can add as many movie titles as you want to the program. Each title can be
categorized and each title is subdivided into its corresponding movie profile page. Video previews are available and you can
browse to the movie DVD by hovering the mouse over the DVD case. A movie DVD cover art is displayed as well as the
movie's Trailer if available. The program also has a handy shelf image display for sorting and browsing through your DVD
collection. By simply dragging your cursor over the image, the movie information is revealed. Tabs are available to facilitate
easier navigation. AtonDVD Personal License: AtonDVD Professional License: AtonDVD Unlimited License: AtonDVD
Lifetime License AtonDVD is a free program, but it can be costly to purchase a copy if you intend to have several copies of the
program on a number of computers. Therefore, AtonDVD comes with 4 different licenses, each of them suited to a different
purpose. Thus you can decide which license is best for your needs, and enjoy all of the powerful functions of AtonDVD. Each
license is described as follows: FREE: AtonDVD is a free to use application, but it's a one-time-use. PRO: AtonDVD is a full
featured application that will have all the features of the free version. UNLIMITED: AtonDVD is a free application, but it can
be costly to use on a number of computers. LIFE: AtonDVD is a free application, but it can be costly to use on a number of
computers. AtonDVD features: Color preview of a movie: Drag and drop management of movies: Organize your collection of
DVDs into comprehensive information sheets: Add as many movie titles as you want to the application: Movies may be sorted,
searched or browsed through in the shelf view: Dynamic thumbnail picture display: Add cover art or a movie trailer: Powerful
search engine: Export your movie profiles to PDF or HTML format: Take screenshots of all parts of the movie DVD: See
multiple movies on your computer at the same time: Most Popular Items: Catalog of the most commonly watched movies:
Categorize your movies by title: Select one or more formats:

AtonDVD Crack
The Internet is becoming increasingly popular for communications in the business world. What used to be a model for
occasional business usage has now evolved to a form of vital business operation. This has lead to a widespread use of the
Internet across businesses of all sizes, as well as the proliferation of the idea of working from home. In most cases, business
owners decide to work in their home so that they may not disturb the family during business hours. As technology has become
more advanced, more efficient and easier to use, more and more people are choosing to work from home. The benefits of
working from home are several, with the most obvious being the ability to combine work and life without the rigors or routine
of the office. Additionally, working from home can provide the competitive edge needed to keep up with the competition, as
well as retain valued employees. However, to be successful, a business owner must stay informed about how and where their
business is being conducted. For this reason, business owners may consider incorporating a website into their plan to help them
with their web presence and online communications. Advantages Of Having A Website There are many reasons why owning a
website is a smart idea for a business. We’ll start with the obvious and go from there. The obvious advantage is that you can
reach potential customers from any location. Websites are easily accessible to people around the world, which means that you
are not limited to being reachable to only your local market. Your potential customers can find you on the web, whether you are
in Mumbai or Melbourne, New York or Nairobi. You can also reach the end-user directly by providing useful information in a
user-friendly manner. You can give your potential customers the information they need at the right time through an easily
accessible, click-through and interactive experience. As a business owner, you will be able to tap into the social and professional
networks of your customers and staff alike through your website, and they can be as numerous as they are connected with you.
Being able to contact your customers directly will allow you to provide an experience that will be customized to their needs and
interests. A website can provide the necessary connections to allow you to market your services to various locations and target
audiences. Through the use of your website, you can create a powerful, one-way communication that will allow you to quickly
and efficiently direct your message to your intended audiences. Most business owners choose to have a website for 09e8f5149f
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All your movie information in one place. AtonDVD is a movie management and information database that organizes your movie
collection in an easy-to-use database system. Just add a movie title and general information, as well as customize the database
entry with a cover art and trailer. AtonDVD can organize your movie collection in an easy-to-use database system. Just add a
movie's title and general information, as well as customize the database entry with a cover art and trailer. You may create a
comprehensive information sheet for each entry in the collection, as well as add cover art and play the afferent trailer. The
movie collection and the shelf view AtonDVD allows you to enter multiple movie titles in the database and to view each them
on an individual page. A movie profile consists of production information, such as title, release year, director name and actors.
Additionally, the software can display the DVD or Blu-ray cover art, if it is available. When owning a large collection of movies
browsing through the database entries can be tiresome, which is why AtonDVD features a useful function: the shelf view. It is a
separate window that displays a shelf-like background image, where you can view all the items in your collection as thin
rectangles. Hovering the cursor on top of each one reveals the movie title. It is just as visually browsing through the DVD cases
on a shelf. Powerful searching engine Aside from the user-friendly shelf display feature, you may also search for a movie, using
the integrated searching engine. There are several criteria that you can use in order to match the key words, including movie
title, rating, play time, direction, year or price. You may select only one matching criteria from the list. Additionally, you may
view a statistic top of the highest rated, longest play time or the most expensive. Moreover, you may export a movie's profile
page to PDF or HTML format, and include the desired details. For instance you may add all the data, all data except actors or
use only title, thus creating printable DVD covers. Useful movie organizer Choosing the right movie can be a difficult task
especially if you are not up to date with all the titles you own. AtonDVD can help you organize your movie collection in an easy
to use database system. Thus, you simply need to add a movie's title and general information, as well as customize the database
entry with a cover art and trailer.

What's New in the?
AtonDVD is a powerful all-in-one software that can be used to manage movie DVDs, CDs and Blu-rays. You may organize your
movie collection, create playlists and create a movie database. Moreover, you can sort and browse through the database entries
and view information of the Blu-ray discs. You may also export an article to the PDF format and create printable cover art.
AtonDVD has been tested on the following operating systems: Windows Linux Mac OSX AtonDVD is a great movie managing
application to organize your movie collection. The tool compiles movies database from DVD/Blu-ray discs by importing cover
art and auto-playing trailers. It can be used to backup your DVD/Blu-ray collection and access to them from anywhere. The app
is available in various languages including English, Spanish, French, Russian, Chinese, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese and Korean.
AtonDVD is not only able to create a movie database but also allows you to create lists of movies you want to watch, playlists
you want to create and organize by actor/director/actress and also by genre. With this movie database organizing tool, you can
save your discs in a format that can be used on various devices including TV, tablets and smartphones. AtonDVD also features
an online searchable database with search box and filters so that you don’t have to download any third party programs to make
movie database. Once the desired films or episode have been imported into the database, you can add their information into the
database such as title, rating, year, director, actor and genres. You can add their cover art for easy movie browsing. AtonDVD is
a smart movie organizing tool you can download and install it from Google Play or App Store. 4) All social media and social
networking 5) Other 6) Similar apps that are similar to this 7) What's it about? AtonDVD is a smart movie database organizing
tool for organizing movie discs, DVDs and Blu-rays, with a searchable database, importable cover art and trailers. It’s a smart
app you can download for organizing your movie collection into one easy-to-use database. AtonDVD Features: 1. AtonDVD is a
smart movie organizing tool to organize movie discs, DVDs and Blu-rays, with a searchable database, importable cover art and
auto-
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel Dual Core 2.4GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 4200+ Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 9.0c/OpenGL 2.0 compliant video card DirectX: DirectX 9.0c Hard Drive: 24GB available space Sound Card: Audio
device with minimum 3.0 compatibility Additional Notes: You may need to update to the latest drivers if you are experiencing
performance problems. Recommended: OS: Windows 7
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